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Classification of Sciences:
A Comparative Study of liJyii' culum aI-din
and al-Risiilah al-laduniyyah

Che Zarrina Sa' ari

Abstract: Al-Ghazdlf expressed many ideas on the theory of knowledge in
his different works including ~ya' "uliim ai-am as well as aI-RisaIah aI-
laduniyyah. The former work is accepted by the scholars as securely
attributed to a(-Ghazalf, while the authenticity of the latter has been
questioned. by them. This article tries to compare al-Ghazalf's views on the
classification of sciences between the theory revealed in these two works to
show their similarities and differences. In order to assess the mentioned
purpose, this article attempts to divide the sciences explained in the ~ya' and
the Risalah into three different but linked categories, i.e., sciences which
1/ come upon one 1/ ~uc:ifiriyyah) and sciences which are acquired (~u~uliyyah);

revealed (shar"iyyah) and rational taqliyyah) sciences,' theoretical (nazariy-
yah) and practical tamaIiyyah) sciences. This article argues that both works
have similarities as well as differences.

AI-GhazalI's 

view on classification of sciences is well known
especially in his magnum opus, IJ:tya' c~lam al-dfn.1 He has also
writteh several other works on the same subject like MiCyar al-cilm and
Maq~id al-falasifah which are confidently attributed to him. The
theory is also presented in al-Risalah al-laduniyyah2 the authenticity
of which as al-GhazalI's work is doubted by many modern scholars
including M.A. Palacios, W.M. Watt and Abd aI-Rahman al-
BadawI.3 This study is aimed at providing a comparison between the
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IlJya' and the Risalah in terms of the classification of sciences, so as
to bring out the similarities and differences between them.

The Risalah discusses sciences in three different but inter-linked
categories as follows:s

1. Sciences which come upon one (lJuquriyyah) and sciences
which are acquired (lJu.s;uliyyah).

2. Revealed (shar"iyyah) and rational (Caqliyyah) sciences.

3. Theoretical (nazariyyah) and practical (Camaliyyah) sciences.

AI-GhazalI in his IlJya' also classifies knowledge into three
categories: sciences "which come upon one" and sciences which are
acquired;6 revealed and non-revealed (ghayr shar"iyyah)/rational
(Caqliyyah) sciences; 7 theoretical and practical sciences; 7 but the IlJya'

makes another kind of division, farq Cayn and farq kifayah8 which is
not mentioned by the Risalah.

Division into l:zu4uriyyah and I:zu-ruliyyah Sciences

A study of the ways of acquiring types of knowledge in the Risalah
and the I':zya' shows that the means of gaining knowledge is classified
into that which comes upon one (huquriyyah) and that which is
acquired (':zu.s:uliyyah). Both works accept the standard ~l1fi view that
sciences which are gained by the soul differ in accordance with the
states of the heart. The Risalah devotes one chapter to explaining
"levels achieved by the soul in acquiring knowledge. "9

You should ~ow for certain that each of these branches of the arts
and each of these sciences requires a number of conditions so' that
they may be engraved on the souls of those who seek [knowledge].lO

The l~ya' also writes:

Know that the cognitions which are not necessary. but simply 'come
to be in the heart in certain states (al}wal), differ in the way they
come to be.ll

The knowledge which is obtained through revelation and inspiration
in the discussion of the IlJya' and the Risalah can be regarded as
knowledge which come upon one (lJuquriyyah). It embodies the
prophetic knowledge (Cilm al-nabawt) from revelation (walJY) and the
knowledge of the saints from inspiration (ilham) which is also known
as knowledge of spiritual intuition (al-Cilm al-ladunt) as in the
Risalah,U or knowledge of unveiling (Cilm al-mukashafah) as found in
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the I~ya'.13 On the other hand, knowledge which is achieved through
the process of learning and reflection can be regarded as acquired

knowledge.
To purify the soul in order to attain knowledge of spiritual intuition

(al-Cilm al-laduni), the Risalah puts forward a process of three stages.
They are:

First, the attaimnent of all types of knowledge; the second, genuine
spiritual exercise (riyaqah) and true contemplation (muraqabah)...
the third, reflection (tafakkur). When the soul has studied and
exercised itself with the knowledge, then has reflected on its known
things according to the conditions of reflection, the door of the
unseen world is opened to it, ...he will be one of those who possess
an intellect (lubb) and a window of the unseen world will be opened
in his heart.14

The first stage [i.e. the attainment of knowledge] conflicts with al-
GhazalI in the Munqidh who rejects the opinion that one of the
processes of gaining knowledge of spiritual intuition (al-Cilm al-laduni)
is through the attainment of all types of knowledge:

It became clear to me that their [the ~iifis] most distinctive
characteristic is something that can be attained, not by study (al-
taCallum) , but rather by fruitional experience (al-dhawq) and the
state (al-':zal) and the exchange of qualities (tabaddul al-.rifat). How
great a difference there is between your knowing the definitions and
causes and conditions of health and satiety and your being healthy
and sated.ls

However, as far as the second stage of the Risalah [i.e. the spiritual
exercise and true contemplation] is concerned, we find that for al-
GhazalI in the l~ya' it is the first stage. The l~ya' writes:

They [the ~ufis] claim that the way to [obtain inspiration] is first of
all the entire cutting off of worldly attachments and emptying the
heart of them... Then one retires alone with himself to some nook
and confines himself to the religious duties and supererogatory
duties. 16

The third stage of the Risalah [i.e. reflection (tafakkur)] agrees with
the second stage in the I~ya', but al-GhazalI in the I~ya' describes it
more fully. The latter writes:

He sits with heart empty and attention concentrated (majmaC al-
hamm) , his reflection (jikr) not dispersed by any recital of the
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Qur'an or any exegetic consideration (ta'ammul) or any book of
Tradition or anything else. Rather, he exerts himself that nothing
may occur to his mind save God Most High. After he sits down in
seclusion, he unceasingly says with his tongue" Allah, Allah"
without interruption concomitantly with the presence of his heart
until.. .its trace disappears from his tongue and he finds his heart
steadily applied to remembrance of God... He becomes exposed to
the gusts of God's mercy and it remains for him only to await the
mercy which God will open to him as He opened it to the prophets
and saints by this way. 17

Ways of Acquiring Various Types of Knowledge

Not only does knowledge vary in kind, but the channels through
which knowledge is obtained are different. Like the /iJya " the Risalah

also defines knowledge in this way. Both works regard man as gaining
knowledge through two methods, that is from God i.e. divine learning
(al-taCallum al-rabbani) or human learning (al-taCallum al-insani).
The /iJya' writes:

Know that the cognitions which are not necessary, but simply come
to be in the heart in certain states (a~wa/). differ in the way they
come to be. At times they surprise the heart as though cast into it
from where it knows not; and at times they are acquired by way of
inference and the process of learning (al-tifallum).18

And the Risalah writes:

Know that human howledge is"acquired by two methods: first,
human learning; and second, divine learning. 19

(a) Hwnan Learning (al-taCallum al-insiini)

In the Risalah, human learning is divided into two types, learning
(taCallum) and reflection (tafakkur). It writes:

Human learning consists of two kinds, one of them from outside,
which is acquisition by learning, and the other from inside which is
busying oneself with reflection,1O

It is the same with the I~ya' which when it discusses the duties of
the teacher also indirectly explains that human learning is of two
types. The I~ya' writes:

Man occupies four ~tates in relation to knowledge... First, there is
the state of seeking knowledge in which man is acquisitive; another
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is that of having knowledge in which state he would not need to
inquire of others; a third is that of reflection (tafakkur) wherein he
wo~ld contemplate and enjoy his achievement; and last, there is the
state 'of teaching wherein he imparts his knowledge to others.21

The two works differ, however, in explaining the meaning of
learning and reflection. The Risalah makes use of philosophical terms
in explaining the meaning of reflection, as it is knowledge which
derives from the Universal Soul (al-nafs al-kulliyyah). It writes:

Learning is for one person to derive benefit from [another]
particular person (al-shakh~ al-juz'f). whereas reflection is for a soul
to derive benefit from the Universal Soul.22

And in the I!fya', al-Ghazali describes the process of reflection too.
He, however, writes only:

It is no secret that reflection (tafakkur) is a key of lights and a
beginning of insight (istib~ar), and it is a net (shabakah) for types
of knowledge and for gnosis (macarij) and unders~anding ifuhum)...
Thought (fi'kr) means the provision of two forms of knowledge
(m(lcrifatayn) in the heart so that a third form of knowledge
(maCrifah) will benefit from them. For an example, to know that the
hereafter is better than the present world is through two ways; the
first, ...through taqlfd; the other way is to know that it is more
appropriate to choose what is everlasting; and then to know that the
hereafter is everlasting. Then, from these two pieces of knowledge,
the third knowledge will be achieved, that the hereafter is better to
choose than the present. world. And it is impossible to achieve the
knowledge that the hereafter is better to choose [than the present
world] unless there are the two former types of knowledge. And the
appearance of these types of knowledge in the heart' is named
reflection (tafakkur), consideration (iCtibar), remembrance (tadha-
kkur), speculation (nazar) , contemplation (ta 'ammul) , meditation{tadabbur).23 .

And al-GhazalI also says:

That which eventuates through inference (istidlal) is called
oonsideration (iCtibaran) and insight (istib.s:aran)", It is peculiar to
the Culama ',24

From the statements given above, it can be deduced that the I~ya'
makes consideration (iCtibar), remembrance (tadhakkur), speculation
(na~ar), contemplation (ta 'ammu/), meditation (tadabbur) and insight
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(istib~ar) synonymous to reflection (tafakkur). It can also be
understood that learning and reflection have a mutual relationship in
the process of acquiring types of knowledge. This kind of idea is also
found in the Risalah when the latter writes:.

Study needs reflection, for man is unable to learn all particulars or
universals and all known facts, but rather he learns something and
gains some [types of] knowledge by reflection... For the soul cannot
learn all its particular and universal matters by study; rather [it
learns] some of them through acquisition and some of them by
speculation <na~ar), like seeing people's customs and deriving some
of them from his mind <qamfrihlj through the clarity of his
thought. 25

The two works also have a quite similar epistemology, the Risalah
writes:

[Types of] knowledge are implanted in the root of souls with
virtuality (bi al-quwwah), like the seed in the earth and the jewel in
the bottom of the sea or in the heart of the mine. And learning is the
[process] of searching for the emergence of that thing from virtuality
to actuality (al-fic/). And education is bringing it out from'virtuality
to actuality.16

And the I~ya' mentions:

Every human being is born with [an inherent] knowledge of reality;
inherent since it is readily disposed to perceive reality... Thus,
remembrance which is in accordance to the knowledge which is
installed by nature <ti!rah) in man is of two kinds; the one is to
recall a picture which once existed in one's mind but has
disappeared; w,hile the other is to recall a picture which is inherent
in one's mind by nature.Z7

From the statements mentioned above, it can be seen that the two
works hold that knowledge of reality can be acquired through learning
and education. These kinds of processes will bring such knowledge
from virtuality to actuality. The two works, however, differ in
explainin~ the circumstances of the knowledge. The /lJya' acknow-
ledges two kinds of circumstances: one of them is a process of
recalling knowledge which h.1s disappeared after being installed by.
nature; and the other is a process of recalling knowledge which exists
permenantly in man by nature. The Risalah mentions only the second
process of the /lJya', i.e. a proceis of recalling knowledge which is
inherent in man by nature.
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The Risalah and the /1!ya' differ in the way of explaining the
examples of reflection, because the Risalah illustrates its examples by
giving "what is reflected by learned men" instead of "what people
should reflect" as the /1!ya' does. The Risalah writes:

The engineer does not learn all the things, ...but he learns the
universal [principles] of his science and its premises... Likewise, the
physician cannot learn the particulars of people's diseases and their
remedies,...Likewise, the astronomer studies the universals
pertaining to the stars,... So also the jurist and the man of letters
(adIO) in the matter of the marvellous works of art.28

And the IlJya' writes:

You should know that reflection is concerned both with religious
matters and other matters. We shall confine ourselves with what is
connected with religious affairs and leave the other part. We mean
by religious matters the relationship (muCamalah) between a ~ervant
and God; either what is connected with a servant, his characteristics
and his states or what is connected with God, His attributes and His
actions. It is not possible to go further than these two partS.29

It is obvious that the two works differ from each other in illustrating
modes of reflection. The IlJya' gives more details on reflection on
religious matters, while the Risalah gives details on other matters.

(b) Divine Learning (al-taCallum al-rabbani)

Divine learning according to the IfJya' and the ~isalah occurs from
revelation (wafJY) and inspiration (ilham). Revelation is regarded as
the first method of gaining the esoteric knowledge which is restricted
to the prophets and the apostles.30 And inspiration is a knowledge of
God which comes not from revelation but is a direct enlightening of
the heart of the prophets, the apostles and the saints which is regarded
as the second method of attaining esoteric knowledge.3!

AI-GhazaiI in the IfJya' describes revelation (wafJY) and inspiration
(ilham):

That which [i.e. knowledge] occurs without acquisition (iktisab) and
demonstration (dalfl) is called ilham. ..The occurance [of knowledge]
in the heart without demonstration, learning (taCallum) and the use
of reason by man is divided into [knowledgeJ which man does not
know how and from where it comes to him and [knowledge] which
informs [man] at the same time of the cause (al-sabab) from which
that knowledge is gathered. The latter is the direct witnessing
(mushahadah) of the angel who alights upon the heart. [Of these two
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kinds of ilham] the former is [also] called ilham and it is disclosed
to us in the heart. The latter is called wa~y and it is peculiar to
prophets, while the former is peculiar to saints (awliya' wa
asfiya ')... Indeed, knowledge [ilham and wa~y] only occurs in our
heart through the mediation of the angel.3z

From the above statement, it is stated that revelation can only be
received by the prophets, whilst inspiration is received by the saints.
The l!.zya' admits the difference between revelation and inspiration,
even though, in one place, it mentions that inspiration can also be
received by the prophets. It writes:

Such are prophets to whom recondite things are. clarified in their
inward thoughts without having learnt nor heard anything of the
sort. This is expressed by the word inspiration (ilham)... This kind
of imparting information by the angels to the prophets is different
from explicit revelation (wa~y) which involves hearing a definite
voice with an ear and seeing the angel with the eye.JJ

And from the statements given above, it can be understood that the
/!Jya' explains the process by which knowledge of revelation (wa!JY)
and inspiration (ilham) occurs is through the mediation of the angels,
even though their methods of reception are different [i.e. for example,
inspiration does not involve hearing voice with an ear. while
revelation involves hearing a definite voice with an ear]. The /!Jya'
proceeds to describe that process by saying:

The light of knowledge is not made to shine upon the heart of man
except through [the instrument of] the angels, and it is not possible
for any man to have any -communication with God except through
revelation (wa~y) or through a veil or through a messenger whom
God sends and instructs to declare His will. Similarly, whatever
knowledge is sent by the grace of God to t~ human heart is
transmitted by the angels who have been entrusted (muwakkalun)
with this responsibility. They are angels who have been made holy,
pure and free from all blameworthy traits.34

In the Risalah, it describes revelation (wa~y) as only coming from
the Universal Intellect (al-Caql al-kulli) and inspiration (ilham) as
coming only from the Universal Soul (al-nafs al-kulliyyah) by a
process of emanation ifay4).3S Even if it is possible to interpret the
Universal Intellect as an angel, the Risalah does not ever mention the
angels in this context as the I~ya' does. The Risalah describes the
revelation by saying:
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It is that when the soul is perfected in its essence, the defilement of
nature, the filthiness of greed and transient desire vanish from it.
And it turns towards its Creator (Barf') and Author (Munshi') and
takes hold of the bounty of its Creator (Mubdi') and relies on His
Grace and the outpouring (fay4 min) of His Light. And God Most
High by His Most Excellent providence accepts that soul with full
acceptance. And He looks upon it with His Divine Sight and He
makes of it a Tablet aIld from the Universal Soul, He makes a pen
and inscribes on it all [types of] knowledge, and the Universal
~ntellect becomes like a teacher and the sanctified soul becomes like
a pupil. Then all [branches of] knowledge will accrue to that soul
and all the images will be inscribed upon it without study and
contemplation... And from the outpouring (ifatfah) of the Universal
Intellect will emanate revelation (wa~y).36

And it describes the process of inspiration (ilham) as:
The awakening by the Universal Soul of the individual human soul,
commensurate with its purity, its receptivity and the degree of its
readiness... and from the radiation (ishr£2q) of the Universal Soul
will emanate inspiration (ilham).37

Nevertheless, ~he Risalah also contradicts itself by mentioning that
knowledge of revelation and ihSpiration can be received directly from
God without any mediation:

The knowledge of the prophets is more dignified in rank than all the
[types of] knowledge of mankind because it has been received from
God Most High, directly and without mediation...38 The knowledge
of spiritual" intuition (al-Cilm al-ladunt) is that which is attained
without any mediation between the soul and the Creator and it is like
the" radiance from the lamp of the unseen, which enters into the
heart which is pure, unoccupied and subtle.39

The IlJya " however I occasionally alludes to inspiration (ilham) in

terms v.;'hich imply some form of communication by emanation which
does not include the mediation of angels. It writes:

What.can truly be said of it (ilham) is that the heart is predisposed
for the disclosure in it of the truth of reality (~aq[qat al-~aqq)
present in all things. Interposition between it and them is due simply
to one of the five causes previously mentioned.40 These are like a
veil lowered and interposing between the mirror of the heart and the
Preserved Tablet on which is engraven all that God has decreed until
the Day of Resurrection. The irradiation (tajalla) of the realities of
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cognitions from the mirror of the Tablet into the mirror of the heart
resembles the impression of an image from one mirror on another
facing it.41

Division into Revealed and Non-revealed Sciences

As mentioned earlier, in the Risalah, knowledge is divided into
revealed (sha,.ciyyah) and rational (Caqliyyah). The Risalah says "that
knowledge is divided into two parts: The first is revealed (sha,.ci) and
the other is rational (Caqli)". It writes that "most revealed knowledge
is rational for those who know [through study] (Calim) and most
rational knowledge is revealed for those who have intuitive knowledge
(Carij). "42 It appears that the Risalah asserts that the one *ho, without

intuitive knowledge, can look at revealed (sha,.ciyyah) knowledge and
see it as rational (Caqliyyah), while the one who has intuitive
knowledge, can look at rational knowledge and see that in fact it is
revealed.

This twofold division (i.e., revealed-rational) is similar to the
division of knowledge mentioned in the third volume of the I~ya '. AI-
Ghazali speaks of:

The heart with its nature is prepared to receive truths of known
things, ...but [types of] knowledge which are held in it, divide into
rational (Caqliyyah) and revealed (shar"iyyah).43

In the first volume of the IiJya', it uses the term non-revealed (ghayr
shariyyah) instead of the term rational (Caqliyyah). It writes:

It should be known that a necessary duty (tart!) is not distinguished
from other duties except when the different [types of] knowledge are
enumerated. These are divided into revealed (shariyyah) and non-
revealed (ghayr shariyyah) knowledge.44

However, the I~ya's treatment of this non-revealed knowledge is
similar to its treatment of rational knowledge.4S

The Risalah appears to consider that the source for attaining non-
revealed/rational knowledge is thr~ugh human learning (al-taCallum al-
insani) (i.e. learning and reflection) and the source of revealed
knowledge is through divine learning (al-taCallum al-rabbani) (i.e.
revelation (wa~y) and inspiration (ilham).46 AI-GhazalI in the I~ya'
points out that the source of rational knowledge is intellect (i.e. it is
not acquired through taqlid and [learning through] hearing (samac) and
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revealed knowledge is attained through revelation (i.e. by taqlfd and
samff). The Ii}ya' writes:

Rational [knowledge] (Caqliyyah): we mean by it what the natural
disposition of intellect requires and it does not obtain through blind
acceptance (taqlfd) and [learning through] hearing (samaC)... And
religious (dfniyyah) knowledge: is taken by the means of blind
acceptance from the prophets, that is obtained by studying the Book
of God Most High and the Sunnah of His Prophet and understanding
their meaning after hearing [them] .47

The I~ya' also claims that this intellect and revelation are never
contradictory:

Rational (Caqliyyah) knowledge is not sufficient for the safeness of
the heart and it needs revealed (shal"iyyah) knowledge.. .but it is
impossible to understand revelation after hearing it without intellect.
Thus, intellect is indispensible for revelation, and revelation is
indispensible for intellect.48

(a) Revealed (shar"iyyah) KnowledgeThe 

If.tya' defines revealed knowledge as:

What has been acquired from the prophets and is not arrived at
either by intellect like arithmetic, or by experimentation like
medicine, or by hearing like language.49

The Risalah, however, does not give any definition for revealed
knowledge as in the I~ya' does. It only divides revealed (shariyyah)
knowledge "into two types; The first is fundamentals (u~a/)... The
second is knowledge of branches ifuruc)".50

The I~ya' mentions that "revealed (shariyyah) knowledge is divided
into praiseworthy (ma~madah) and blameworthy (madhmumah)
sciences." It says that "the praiseworthy sciences comprise fundamen-
tals (u~ul), branches ifuruc), preludes (muqaddimat) and supplementary
(mutammimat) " .51 To elaborate the science of fundamentals, the I~ya'

writes:

Fundamentals (u-rul)...are four in number: The Book of God Most
High, the Sunnah of His Prophet, the Consensus (ijma') and the
sayings of the Companions (athar).52

From the above statement, it can be understood that al-GhazalI inthe 
I~ya' (as well as other Muslim scholars) mentions the primary

sources of attaining revealed (shariyyah) sciences are the Qur'an, the
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Traditions, the consensus and the sayings of the Companions.53 In the
Risalah, it only mentions the sources of gaining revealed knowledge
as three: the Qur'an, the Traditions and the arguments of analogy
(qiyas)S4 without including the sayings of the Companions and the
consensus as the l~ya' does. The Risalah mentions that the most
important subject of revealed knowledge is taw~[d. In taw~id it
includes all the main themes of theology (al-kalam) (i.e. as concerned
with the attributes of God, circumstances of life and death,
eschatology and the states of the Prophets and the Companions).ss

In the l~ya's definition of revealed (shariyyah) knowledge, it
appears to mention that the linguistic sciences are not within revealed
knowledge because they are obtained by learning. But it mentions
them as the science of preludes (muqaddimat). The l~ya' writes:

The third type of revealed (shar"iyyah) knowledge is that of preludes
(muqaddimat). These act as the" instrument for the revealed
knowledge. Thus linguistic science and syntax are but instruments
for the knowledge of the Book of God and the Sunnah of His
prophet. 56

The liJya' also makes clear that although, in itself, linguistic
knowledge is not ~ revealed (sha,.ciyyah) knowledge, inasmuch as it is
one of the preludes (muqaddimat) to revealed knowledge proper, it
may, for the purpose of classification, be included under the category
of the latter. 57

In the Risillah itself, the author includes, linguistic science in
revealed (sha,.ciyyah) knowledge. The Risalah puts it under the
elucidation of the science of fundamentals (u.s:U/),58 while the liJya'
describes it as the science of preludes (muqaddimat). They both regard
linguistic science as an instrument and a ladder to the revealed
sciences. They mention that linguistic science is the most important
source of attaining the knowledge of the Book of God and the
Traditions .59

However, in the liJya " al-GhazalI adds a further classification of the

revealed sciences which is not contained in the Risalah. The liJya'
divides the Jura' or the" derivatives" of the revealed sciences into two
kinds. It writes:

The branches ({urnC) are of two kinds: The first pertains to the
benefits of this world. It is contained in the books of jurisprudence
(fiqh) and is the responsibility of the lawyers (al-fuqaha ')... The
second pertains to the benefits of the next world; states of the heart,
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praiseworthy and blameworthy morals, what is pleasing and what is
hateful to God. From it is knowledge of what the heart infuses
(yatarashsha~) into the limbs in terms of the worship (Cibadat) and
customary law (Cadat).60

Thus, the I~ya' seems to see the activities of the law in the branches
ifurUC) as being at two levels. When they are formally carried out,
they bring benefits to society (dunyawiyyah). However, when the heart
infuses these branches ifuruc), they bring the individual benefits in
terms of the hereafter (ukhrawiyyah); that is, the individual will earn
heavenly rewards as a result of the heart inspiring his actions with the
love of God.

Although as discussed above, the I~ya' seems to indicate that the
actions of jurisprudence when infused by the heart involve other
worldliness (ukhrawiyyah), in the main, it tends to emphasise the
distinction between the revealed sciences of the world and the revealed
sciences of other worldliness. The I~ya' mentions:

The knowledge by which we approach the hereafter is divided into
the knowledge of unveiling (al-mukashafah) and the knowledge of
behaviou.r (al-muCamalah).61

Regarding the knowledge of unveiling, al-Ghazali in the I~ya ' refuses

to deal with it. The I~ya' mentions:
That kind of knowledge is not permitted to be recorded in writing
and the prophets spoke only figur~tively through signs and symbols,
because they realised the inability of man's intellect to comprehend
it. Since the learned men are heirs of the prophets, they cannot but
follow in their footsteps and emulate their ways.62

However, the Risalah's treatment of this kind of revealed sciences
is quite similar to the I~ya 's. The former writes:

The science of branches comprises three duties: The first is the
duty to God Most High which is the pillar of religious observances
(Cibadat).. .The second is the duty to [one's] fellow beings. This
comprises the categories of customary law (Cadat) and has two
aspects; one of them is transactions (al-muCamalat)... The.second is
contractual obligations (al-muCaqadat)... The term jurisprudence
applies to these two obligations... The third is duty to oneself. This
is the knowledge of moral' qualities (Cilm al-akhlaq) , and moral
qualities are either blameworthy or praiseworthy.63

In describing praiseworthy or blameworthy qualities, the I~ya ' does
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not seem to have used the phrase cilm al-akhlaq for ethics. Rather it
uses the words "knowledge of the states of the heart" (Cilm, ~wal al-
qalb).64 This description follows the ~fifis.6S In the Risalah, the term
ethics (Cilm al-akhlaq) is clearly used."

By regarding ethics as evolving out of obligations to the self, the
Risalah does not consider ethics as coming either within formal
obligations to God or formal obligations to one's fellow men. Thus it
does not regard ethics as Eoming within the realm of politics or family
life. Similarly, al-Ghazali in the l~ya', by regarding knowledge of the
states of the heart as the study of ethics also puts it outside the scope
of politics and faniily life.

The I~ya ' gives reasons for this view, whilst the Risalah does not.
The l~ya ' mentions that the ideal goverment in the Islamic community

is based on the rules of jurisprudence. These rules are divided through
man's intellect (al-Caql) from the four roots (~al) of the Sharr'ah, i.e.
the Qur'an, the Traditions of the Prophet, the .sayings of the
Companions and the consensus (ijmaj." The existence of the rules of
jurisprudence is for the good ordering of worldly affairs. The jurists"
supply the ruler with laws with which to govern the people to make
justice and peace prevail in the country. However, these rules have no
concern with man's well-being in the life to come (yawm al-akhirah)
which is the central problem of ethics. It also writes that the
consideration of the rightness or wrongness of actions directed towards
God and towards men from the viewpoint of otherworldly well-being
is outside the discussion of jurisprudence and consequently, of
politics; it belongs solely to ethics. Thus the laws of politics (qawanfn
al-siyas.ah), which are among the rules of jurisprudence are'separate
from ethical rules. However, they are useful to morality in the sense
that by the good ordering of worldly affairs, they facilitate the
cultivation of morality and religion. In this way, politics and
jurisprudence have only an indirect connection with ethics.'9

(b) Non-revealed (ghayr shariyyah) Rational ("aqliyyah) Knowledge

The Risalah enumerates the rational sciences as follows:

It is divided into three classes: The first class.. .is the knowledge of
mathematics and logic. As for mathematics, it includes arithmetic..,
numbers and geometry.., figures and cosmology... from it are
derived the science ",f astrology and the rules for the times of births
and horoscopes.., 'the science of music As f~r logical knowledge,
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it examines by means of definition (~add) and description (rasm) ...
presentation (ta~awwur). ..analogy and proof.., verification (ta.s:dzq)
...simple terms,.. .compound terms, propositions, syllogism and its
parts The second class.., is natural science.. .examines the
unrestricted substance, the basic elements of the world, substances
and accidents, motion and rest, the states (a~wal) of the heavens and
matters of action and reaction.., the states of the classes of existent
things, the types of souls, physical constitutions, the number of the
senses and the particular circumstances of their perception..,
consideration of medical science... Among its branches are the
science of meteorology, the science of mineralogy and the
knowledge of the intrinsic nature of things and ...the science of
alchemy... The third class.., is the consideration of existent, then its
division into the necessary [self-existent] and the potential, the
consideration of the Creator.., the celestial beings, simple
substances, distinct intellects, perfect souls, the states of angels and
devils, ...the knowledge of Prophecy, the matter of miracles
(mu1izat) , the states of miracles (karamat).., the states of sacred
souls, the state of sleep and wakefulness and the stations of
dreaming, ...the science of talismans and incantations.70

And 

the I~ya' defines rational/non-revealed knowledge as follows:

It is divided into praiseworthy (malfmudah) , blameworthy
(madhmumah) , and permissible (muba~). Praiseworthy sciences are
those on whose knowledge the activities of this life depend such as
medicine and arithmetic. They are divided into sciences the
acquisition of knowledge of which is tart! kifayah and into science
the acquisition of knowledge of which is meritorious ifai.fflah)
though not obligatory ifarlt!ah). Sciences whose knowledge is
deemedfart! kifayah, comprise every science which is indispensable
for the welfare of this world such as: medicine.., arithmetic..,
division of legacies and inheritances.., the fundamental industries
such as, agriculture, weaving, politics, cupping.and tailoring... The
blameworthy sciences are magic, talismatic, juggling, trickery. The
permissible sciences are poetry, history etc.71 ...Know that all that
science of theology (Cilm al-kalam) has become permissible.. .and
one of the disciplines which are deemed a tart! kifayah... As to
philosophy.., it comprises of [four sciences]: the first includes
geometry and arithmetic, both of which are permissible. The second
is logic. ..which is included under theology. The third is divinity (al-
ilahiyyat) which is included under theology. The fourth is natural
sciences (al-~abfiyyat).n

From the above quotations, it can be seen that the Risalah and the
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I~yii ' give a quite different theory of rational/non-revealed knowledge.

According to the Risiilah rational knowledge contains three classes. It
writes that the first class contains the science of mathematics and logic
as the lowest class in rank; the second class consists of natural science
as the middle class; and the third class comprises science of
metaphysics as the highest class.73

However, the I~yii' uses a completely different system of division.
In order to distinguish between true sciences and false or dangerous
sciences al-GhazaII, in this work, applies the standards of
praiseworthy, blameworthy and permissible. By praiseworthy sciences
he means "those on the knowledge of .which the activities of this life
depend, such as medicine and arithmetic." He applies the concepts of
farcf kifiiyah to the praiseworthy forms of knowledge which comprises
every science which is indispensable for the welfare of this world. He
gives medicine as an example, which is necessary for the life of the
body, and arithmetic, which is necessary for daily transactions and the
division of legacies and inheritances, and also agriculture, weaving,
politics, cupping and tailoring.74 He also includes logic into this
category.75 These are the science,s the absence of which could reduce
a community to serious straits.76 It seems that none of the l~yii 's
praiseworthy rational sciences is farcf Cayn.

From the ways of dividing knowledge in the Risiilah and the I~yii',
it appears that the I~yii' begins its division with practical sciences,
followed by theology and ending with philosophy. In the division of
philosophy, the I~yii ' gives the order as beginning with geometry and

arithmetics, followed by the science of logic 'and then divinity (al-
iliihiyyiit) as the third rank which are both also included under
theology. After divinity, it puts natural sciences as the fourth rank.
However, the Risiilah seems to give a more systematic division. It
puts the theoretical background in the first' rank, followed by physical
sciences and ending with metaphysics as the highest in rank. 77

AI-GhazalI in the I~ya' regards the praiseworthy and the permissible
as similar in the sense that these two standards can be applied to the
same subject. By permissible, the Ihyii' seems to indicate tllat certain
sciences should only be studied in moderation in order to acquire
benefit from them. The I~yii' writes:

Every one of these [sciences ~~hose knowledge is praise'Northy] has
three stages: first limitation (iqti~ar) which stage is the primary,
second moderation (iqti~ad) which is the intermediary, and third
thoroughness (istiq~a ') which is a sequel to moderation and which
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goes on and on during the entire life of the seeker. 78

Concerning the permissible part, the I~ya' defines it as:
That whose knowledge is praiseworthy within a certain limit, that of
sufficiency, but beyond that it ceases to be praiseworthy. 79

It includes in it the science of geometry and aritnrnetic,SOastronomy,81 
natural sciences82 and music. 1]le I~ya ' accepts music as

an aid to religious life and mystical devo~ion; It is regarded by it' as
a means of pleasurable, aesthetic enjoyme:nt;and as an effective moral
agent. 83

The I~ya' defines blameworthy rational/non-revealed sciences as:.

The knowledge of which is blamewo~y, whether it be in part or in
toto.., The part whose partial and total knowledge is.blameworthy is
that which. has no use either in the realm of religion or in the
domain of life because its harriifulness exceeds its utility, such as the
science of magic, talismans and astrology, parts of which are no use
whatever and to spend one's life, the most precious thing a man
possesses, in them is sheer waste; and to waste anything precious is
blameworthy ,84

It writes, however, that knowledge is not h~ld to be blameworthy in
itself.8S It is only regarded as such in the eyes of men for one of threereasons, 

as follows:

(i) When it leads to any harm, whether the harm should befall its
practitioner or someone else besides, for which reason the
science of magic a~d talismans is held blameworthy.86

(ii) When it is usually (fi gha/ib a/-am,) harmful. The I~ya' gives
the study of the stars87 as an example which is not in itself
blameworthy, because it is of two parts:

a. The first is mathematical in reference to which the Qur'a:n has
pronounced that by it the courses of the sun and the moon are
reckoned, i.e. astronomy;

b. The second is astrology (a~kam), by which future events can
be known.88

(iii) When the pursuit of that kind of knowledge does not give the
practitioner any real scientific benefit.89

With regard to (ii. b) astrology, the I~ya' claims it as blameworthy
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because.
(i) It is harmful to most peopl,e, because by foretelling future

events this would l~ad people. to think that.the stars influence
the course of events.

(il) A"strology is pure guess-work as the influence of the stars
cannot be determined either with certainty or even with
probability. Thus it could be regarded as a form of ignorance
and is therefore blameworthy because of this ignorance.

(ili) It is of no use at all and it leads to useless things and is a
waste of time.90

However, the Risalah merely includes the science of astrology, the
rules for the times of births and horoscopes as derivatives ofmathematics 

without any condemnation.'1

Division into Theoretical and Practical Sciences
Throughout the classification of revealed knowledge in the Risalah and
the I~ya 's, knowledge is also divided into theoretical (naz;ariyyah) and
practical (Camaliyyah). In the Risalah, it clearly states that knowledge
is either theoretical or practical. It applies this twofold theoretical and
practical division to the fundamentals (~ul) and branches ifurct) of
revealed knowledge. The Risalah states:

That is to say, knowledge is either theoretical or practical. And the
knowledge of fundamentals is theoretical, whereas the knowledge of
the branches is practical. This practical knowledge comprises three
duties: The first of them is the duty to God Most High..; the second
of them is the duty to [one's fellow beings..; the third of them is
duty to oneself...92 The first type [of revealed knowledge] is in the
fundamentals, and it is the knowledge of taw!Jfd.93

Like the Risalah, the I~ya' also applies the theoretical and practical
division to its definition of revealed knowledge, but it appears to refer
them to the branches of revealed knowledge only, instead of referring
them to both the fundamentals and the branches of revealed
knowledge. The I~ya' writes:

The knowledge by which we approach the hereafter is divided into
the knowledge of unveiling (al-mukilshafah) and the knowledge of
behaviour (al-muCamalah).By the knowledge of unveiling, I mean
knowledge and only knowledge. By the knowledge of behaviour, I
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mean knowledge as well as action in accordance with that
knowledge. ..The knowledge of behaviour is merely a path which
leads to unveiling and only through that path did the prophet of God
communicate with the people and lead them to Him. Concerning
knowledge of unveiling itself, the prophets spoke only figuratively
and briefly through signs and symbols, because they realised the
inability of man's intellect to comprehend.94

The /lJya' also writes:
Furthermore, the knowledge of behaviour is divided into outward
knowledge, by which is meant that of the functions of the senses,
and inward knowledge, by which is meant that the function of the
heart. The bodily organs perform either usages of life (cadah) or
acts of worship (Cibadah), while the heart, because it is removed
from the senses and belongs to the celestial world is subject to either
praiseworthy or blameworthy [influences]. Inevitably, therefore, this
knowledge divides itself into two parts, outward and inward. The
outward, which pertains to the senses, is subdivided into the acts to
worship and usages of life; the inward, which relates to the
conditions of the heart and the qualities of the soul (al-nafs) is
subdivided into things which are praiseworthy and things which are
objectionable.95

In regard to the above quotations, it can be seen that the Risalah and
the li:zya' do not give similar treatments to the theoretical division of
the sciences. The li:zya' only mentions that the theoretical part is
applied to the knowledge of unveiling (al-mukashafah), but does not
elaborate on it, because, according to al-GhazalI in the same work,
knowledge of unveiling (al-mukashafah) is not permitted to be
recorded in writing, although it is the ultimate aim of the saints. On
the contrary, the Risalah discusses this theoretical division in detail.

It would also appear that the Risalah and the li:zya ' do not make any

concerted attempt to apply the theoretical-practical division to the
rational sciences. Nor do they give any reason for this omission. They
seem to believe that the distinction between revealed and rational
knowledge is more fundamental than the distinction between
theoretical and practical knowledge. Perhaps that is the reason why
both of them deal comprehensively with the former division compared
with the latter division.

Conclusion
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the theory of
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knowledge as presented by al-GhazalI in his authentic and famous
work I~ya' culum ai-din and in his doubted work the Risalah al-
laduniyyah have both similarities and differences. However. the
similarities between these two works on this theory are regarded by
Margaret Smith as the reason of her acceptance of the authenticity of
the Risalah as belonging to al-GhazaII.96
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